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SURVEILLANCE CAMERA SYSTEM
To provide complete EFB architectures which can fully support all operational requirement from 
paperless operation to mandates specified in EUOPS, The SA Group has developed an additional 
EFB module – Surveillance Camera System for Cockpit Door (CDSS), Cabin and Cargo hold. 

The network based Surveillance Camera System comprising of cameras utilizing a Central Switch 
Unit (CSU). The CSU provides ethernet switching capability and power for the camera system 
and can host up to four camera heads. 

The system can be connected to commercial tablets using standard ethernet that are operating 
the Microsoft Windows Platform. The Surveillance Camera System provides full frame rate HDTV 
in H.264 and motion JPEG and are working in light conditions spanning 0.5 – 10000 lux. As 
an option thermal cameras are available that allows for monitoring under all conditions even 
complete darkness, suitable to monitor cargo hold for stowaways, thermal activity from baggage 
or fraud attempts.

The small sensors can be conveniently located behind panels. Multiple streams in H.264 (25/30 
fps) and moving JPEG camera heads can host different lenses with 57-145º horizontal field of 
view. Availability is dependent on certification activity. 

INSTALLATION AND INTEGRATION
The cameras and viewing software are easily integrated into any aircraft EFB system using 
standard ethernet connections. Viewing and control are performed from the EFB device. The 
camera viewer function has been included into different EFB software suites and can also be 
operated through a stand-alone software module. 

The small sized cameras and scalability from 1 to 4 camera heads for each CSU makes it an 
excellent platform for customized installation. Currently the system is certified for ATR-42/72 and 
B737 MAX. Other STCs are pending such as B767 and A320.


